Pastor Jonathan K. Sanders
Pastor Jonathan K. Sanders is the Senior Pastor of the Victory Deliverance Church in
Columbus, Ohio. He is one of eight children born to Apostle Fred and Esther Sanders. He is the
father of two sons, Jonathan (Jay Jay) and Joshua Sanders.
Pastor Sanders acknowledged the call upon his life at an early age. Although the enemy
desired to deter him from reaching his full potential as a young evangelist, God’s plan
ultimately prevailed. Despite years of struggling with crime, drug and alcohol abuse, the
Lord delivered Pastor Sanders through a revival conducted by his father in Detroit, Michigan
on September 28, 1990.
Pastor Sanders served as the Assistant Pastor of the Victory Deliverance Church in Columbus,
Ohio under his parent’s leadership. It was during this time that God developed his unique
deliverance ministry which has transformed lives and causes souls to be set free. Anointed
with the gift of prophecy, he utters the oracles of God with authority and accuracy. He
continues to intensely deliver the gospel with conviction and love, while gripping your spirit
and challenging your intellect. Sermons like “I survived a Bad Experience” and “How to Act
When Under Attack” gives you reason to pause and examine the very nature and condition of
your life.
As a living testimony of the restorative power of God’s deliverance and love, Pastor Sanders is
proof that transformation is available for anyone willing to be used by God. He is the founder
of JKS Ministries, has preached around the country and the world. He is the author of the
book L.A.P.D. Life after A Painful Divorce and the newly released book entitled ”Sex in the
Pews.” He is also has a blog named JKS Queen Esther’s Son, where he deals with raw and
taboo topics that churches typically want to avoid and coming soon is a radio show.
Pastor Sanders currently holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology from the University of
Phoenix and is working on his Master’s Degree in Counseling.
His favorite scripture remains: “What shall we then say to these things? If God be for us, who
can be against us?” Romans 8:31.
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